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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

A Happy New Year to you all. By now New Year Resolutions have been made and broken, but one resolution made
by the theatre that will not be broken is to continue to provide productions of the highest standard we can.
With arts cuts everywhere the professional theatres are often falling back on tried and tested productions; plays by
well-known playwrights and well-known musicals dominate the scene. Amateur theatre is the mainstay of good,
little known productions, supporting the grassroots of theatre. Each play we produce costs quite a lot to put on,
with an average of £650 per play for royalties, plus purchase of scripts, materials and hire or purchase of unusual
props. Luckily we do have some storage space and we try to recoup some costs with hiring costumes, props and
furniture to other theatre groups who haven’t got storage. A quarter of the theatre’s income is generated with this
and hiring the theatre out.
Last newsletter I said I would give more information about the occasional films we will be showing. The first one is
on Saturday 10th February and will be the acclaimed National Theatre production of The Audience starring Helen
Mirren. Further details can be found overleaf.

PLAY NO. 3

GATES OF GOLD BY FRANK MCGUINNESS
Gabriel and Conrad are a pair of fiercely devoted if somewhat fruity actormanagers whose 40-year relationship is about to be severed as Gabriel succumbs to emphysema. Though they bicker incessantly, their barbs have the kind
of accuracy that can only accrue through many years of loyal affection. When
the play opens, Gabriel is an elderly man close to death, and those around him
are slowly and reluctantly coming to terms with his imminent demise. Into
Gabriel and Conrad’s lives come three others; Nurse Alma has her own problems
that sometimes seem to dwarf those of her patient, but she comes to love him.
The other pair, his sister Kassandra and her son Ryan, are the kind of relations
that no one needs in times of stress: selfish, greedy and in need of love, even at
the expense of the suffering.
Gates of Gold is a powerful, subtle and funny play, exploring the territory where
the boundaries of love, devotion and hate coalesce. It is a play not to be missed.
Directed by Peter Nawn, it features faces you will know and one newcomer, who
we hope will feature on our stage again in future shows.
Charity Registration Number: 517914

AWARDS
On November 18th, 8 of us attended the Association of Community Theatre Awards Dinner at the Cresta Court to hear if any of our Nominees had won the awards. On the night
we were delighted when Barbara Steel won the award for The Most Original Character
Portrayal by an Actress in Summer End. Our commiserations go to our other actors and
productions which were nominated but didn’t come home with a winner’s certificate.

What the Adjudicators said about our last play
This was unanimously declared a winner by all our reviewers; “a fascinating story played on a fascinating
set”. They admired the acting of all the cast but picked out Jane Newman for special praise as the Actress.
However, the one thing they all thought was exceptional was the set. One review said “the set was something of a masterpiece. The SR third of the stage was a fascinating area: small table and chairs facing a
curtained area, which at certain times of the play actually became the stage. When the curtains were
opened we saw an audience looking at us from US. Three actors, Lydia, Paul and Charles, backs to us, all
acting in front of an audience – quite incredible with the lighting. Without wishing to gild the lilies, I have
to say it would have its place among the most incredible effects seen on an amateur stage: very well done
indeed”. Well done to our designers, set constructers and technical staff.

NEW TO OUR STAGE
We are delighted to be able to announce that HELEN MIRREN no less will be appearing in our theatre in
February. Well, to be honest, not actually in the flesh but on the silver screen. We are delighted to announce that on Saturday February 10th we will be presenting, for one night only, a screening of The Audience, a multi-award winning film of the live performance at the National Theatre, starring Helen Mirren
as the Queen and a variety of very well-known actors as her Prime Ministers over the years.
Tickets will cost £9 each, (they are not part of our season ticket scheme) and can be booked using the
separate booking form enclosed with this newsletter, but please book early. There will only be 100 seats
available as we cannot use rows A and B. (If we did, the screen is so near those people sitting there that
they would have severe neck-ache by the end of the evening.) If this event proves popular there are a
range of other titles we can chose for future showing—all involving high class performances from actors
you may not have had the chance to see on stage in real life.
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